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Abstract 

Background: The chorioretinal inflammatory lesions occurring in punctate inner choroiditis evolve into punched-
out atrophic scars. Typically, the progression is gradual. We report a case of highly myopic punctate inner choroiditis 
with rapid progression of chorioretinal atrophy.

Case presentation: A 48-year-old Japanese woman with high myopia presented with decreased visual acuity. Best-
corrected visual acuity was 20/28 in the right eye and 20/16 in the left eye; axial length was 29.0 mm and 28.7 mm, 
respectively. Fundoscopy revealed an epiretinal membrane in the left eye. Three years later, the best-corrected visual 
acuity in the left eye had decreased to 20/33; at this time, the patient underwent vitrectomy with epiretinal mem-
brane and internal limiting membrane peeling in this eye. Six months later, the best-corrected visual acuity in the left 
eye decreased suddenly to 20/100. Optical coherence tomography showed a nodule-like lesion in the outer retina 
with disruption of the retinal pigment epithelium and a focally thickened choroid, compatible with PIC. One month 
later, the choroidal thickness had decreased. The central chorioretinal atrophy expanded rapidly at a rate of 0.45  mm2/
year over the next 3 years, and new areas of patchy focal chorioretinal atrophy developed in the perifovea.

Conclusions: Rapid progression of chorioretinal atrophy was observed in a patient with punctate inner choroiditis. 
Because punctate inner choroiditis is often associated with degenerative myopia, the retina is fragile and may be sus-
ceptible to mechanical damage. This case report alerts clinicians to the need for careful management of patients with 
punctate inner choroiditis, especially after vitrectomy.
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Background
Punctate inner choroiditis (PIC) is an inflammatory ocu-
lar disease of unknown etiology belonging to the group 
of idiopathic white dot syndromes. PIC is considered 
to be an autoimmune disease caused by factors such as 
infection, immunization, or stress. Most of these lesions 
involve the posterior pole, arising at the level of the reti-
nal pigment epithelium (RPE) and inner choroid in the 
absence of anterior chamber or vitreous inflammation 

[1]. An unknown insult may trigger an autoimmune 
response against antigens in outer retina or inner cho-
roid, leading to the development of PIC [2]. PIC is highly 
variable, from cases that heal spontaneously to cases that 
cause severe loss of vision in both eyes. It tends to pre-
sent in young to middle-aged women with myopia [3, 4]. 
At the onset, PIC is characterized by thickening of the 
choroid. The typical chorioretinal inflammatory lesions 
occurring in PIC are seen clinically as single or multiple 
yellow-grayish spots in the posterior pole and peripheral 
retina that may progressively evolve into a punched-out 
atrophic scar with a variable degree of pigmentation [4, 
5]. Many cases show gradual progression [4], 6, 7. There 
are few reports on progression rate of chorioretinal 
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atrophy (CRA) in the long term [8, 9]. Here we report a 
case of rapid progression of CRA after onset of PIC.

Case presentation
A 48-year-old Japanese woman with high myopia pre-
sented with decreased visual acuity. Axial length was 
29.0 mm in the right and 28.7 mm in the left eyes, respec-
tively; refractive errors were −11.5 and −10.5 diop-
ter; best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was 20/28 and 
20/16, respectively. The BCVA was described by convert-
ing the decimal visual acuity into fractional visual acuity. 
Mild cataract was observed in both eyes. Fundoscopy and 
optical coherence tomography (OCT) images showed 
epiretinal membrane (ERM) in the left eye (Fig. 1).

Three years later, she developed blurred vision and 
BCVA in the left eye decreased to 20/33; OCT revealed 
thickening of the ERM. The patient opted for vitrec-
tomy after thorough discussion and considering recent 
reports showing good treatment outcome for ERM with 
good visual acuity [10]. The patient subsequently under-
went uncomplicated 25-gauge pars plana vitrectomy with 
ERM and internal limiting membrane (ILM) peeling in 
the left eye. After 6 months, BCVA was 20/28. CRA was 
noted in the parafovea, and OCT revealed irregularities 
in the RPE with increased transmission signal from the 
sclera, suggesting atrophy of the RPE (Fig. 2).

After another 3 weeks, BCVA in the left eye decreased 
suddenly from 20/28 to 20/100. OCT demonstrated dis-
ruption of the interdigitation and ellipsoid zones and 
elevation of the RPE. Choroidal thickness at this site 
increased from 134  µm to 151  µm (Fig.  3a, b). Fluo-
rescein angiography (FA) revealed hyperfluorescence 
(Fig.  4a), which coincided with the site where changes 
were observed in RPE and choroid on OCT (Fig.  3b). 
Hyperfluorescence was observed from an early stage, but 
no leak thereafter. Typical choroidal neovascularization 
(CNV) or lacquer crack were not shown on FA. Indocya-
nine green angiography (ICGA) did not detect abnormal 
blood vessels suggesting CNV (Fig.  4b). Although fluo-
rescein and indocyanine green angiography did not show 
typical CNV or lacquer crack, myopic CNV could not be 
ruled out. Therefore, intravitreal ranibizumab injection 
was recommended. However, 2  days after the injection, 
the patient presented with a further decline in vision 
to 20/222 in her left eye. Despite no obvious change on 
fundus examination, OCT revealed a nodule-like outer 
retinal lesion with disruption of the RPE, suggesting PIC. 
Choroidal thickness had decreased slightly to 142  μm 
(Fig.  3c). Careful observation was recommended after 
thorough discussion with the patient concerning possible 
treatment options, including steroid therapy.

Fig. 1 Fundus photograph and optical coherence tomography 
images of the left eye obtained at the first visit. a Epiretinal 
membrane and a yellow-grayish spot can be seen in the parafovea. 
b Optical coherence tomography image showing the epiretinal 
membrane

Fig. 2 Fundus photograph and optical coherence tomography 
images of the left eye obtained 6 months after vitrectomy and 
peeling of epiretinal membrane. a Chorioretinal atrophy in the 
parafovea. b Optical coherence image showing irregularities of 
the retinal pigment epithelium at the parafovea. An increased 
transmission signal from the sclera can be seen under the retinal 
pigment epithelium, suggesting atrophy
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One month after the injection, BCVA improved to 
20/100 and the nodule-like lesion regressed, leaving 
an expanded RPE defect with a decrease in choroidal 
thickness to 84  μm. The lesion was judged to be inac-
tive, and further observation was recommended. How-
ever, the area of CRA increased gradually to 0.38, 0.90, 
and 1.59   mm2 and choroidal thickness decreased to 
52, 40, and 16 μm by 14, 30, and 40 months post-injec-
tion, respectively (Fig.  5). CRA progressed at a rate of 
0.45   mm2/year. The CRA was measured on color pho-
tographs of the fundus using ImageJ software (freely 
available at http:// imagej. nih. gov/ ij/). Three years after 
the injection, BCVA was 20/70 in the left eye and 

two new atrophic lesions were noted in the parafovea 
(Fig. 5c).

Discussion and conclusions
PIC with a single sub-/parafoveal lesion is sometimes dif-
ficult to distinguish from myopic CNV [11], even with 
use of FA, ICGA, and OCT, which are the gold standard 
imaging modalities used to identify and monitor CNV. 
Recently, the usefulness of CNV detection by OCTA 
has been reported. Combining these four tests to detect 
CNV became the new golden standard. In our case, there 
was no OCTA in our facility at that time. Therefore, the 
OCTA test could not be performed. Key findings for a 
diagnosis of PIC include choroidal thickening [6]. When 
the inflammatory lesions are active, there is often mild 
transient focal thickening of the underlying choroid. 
After resolution of the acute inflammation, choroidal 
thinning becomes evident beneath the lesion. As pro-
posed previously [12], choroidal inflammation damages 
the outer blood–retinal barrier of the RPE and triggers 
exudative change; in severe cases, like the one presented 
here, Bruch’s membrane is also damaged or ruptured. 
Our diagnosis of PIC in this patient was further sup-
ported by the satellite lesions that appeared years later.

To date, there is no clear consensus on the effectiveness 
of therapies for PIC, and there is only anecdotal evidence 
for the effectiveness of corticosteroids in controlling 
inflammation [4, 13]. Brueggeman et  al. reported that 
corticosteroid therapy was associated with a decrease in 
the number of choroidal PIC region; however, visual acu-
ity did not change due to subfoveal scarring [13]. In this 
study, diagnosis was not established initially despite cho-
roidal thickening, and systemic steroids were not admin-
istered. There were no signs of choroidal inflammation 
thereafter. In hindsight, anti-inflammatory treatment 
could be a treatment option to retard disease progres-
sion; there is need to balance out its possible efficacy 
and side effects. No inflammatory findings were found in 
the anterior and posterior eyes other than the localized 
areas of the retina and choroid. Therefore, comprehen-
sive screening for inflammatory diseases and infections 
of eyes was not performed. The differential diagnosis 
includes diseases that cause peripheral curvilinear pig-
mentary lesions, such as putative multifocal choroiditis, 
ocular histoplasmosis syndrome, and tuberculosis. How-
ever, our patient showed no evidence of previous ocular 
inflammation, and histoplasmosis is considered nonex-
istent in Japan. There was no history of tuberculosis, and 
chest X-ray showed no abnormalities.

Our patient developed PIC at the age of 51  years, 
which is an atypical age for the manifestation of PIC. 
PIC is usually reported as bilateral (80%) [14], but in 
this case it was unilateral. ERM had developed before 

Fig. 3 Fundus photograph and optical coherence tomography 
image of the left eye obtained at the time of the decrease in 
best-corrected visual acuity (a, b) and 2 days after an intravitreal 
injection of ranibizumab (c). a Chorioretinal atrophy was still 
present in the parafovea, but subretinal hemorrhage was unclear. 
b The retinal pigment epithelium was partially elevated and the 
interdigitation, and ellipsoid zones were disrupted. The choroidal 
thickness at this site was increased from 134 to 151 µm (between 
arrows). c Two days after injection of ranibizumab, a nodule-like lesion 
was noticed in the disrupted retinal pigment epithelium and the 
choroidal thickness had decreased to 142 µm (between arrows)

http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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Fig. 4 Images of fluorescein (a) and indocyanine green (b) angiography. Hyperfluorescence was observed, but no leakage. Typical choroidal 
neovascularization (CNV) or lacquer crack were not shown (a). Indocyanine green angiography did not detect abnormal blood vessels suggesting 
CNV (b)

Fig. 5 Fundus photographs and optical coherence tomography images of the left eye acquired 14 months (a, b) and 3 years (c, d) after intravitreal 
injection of ranibizumab. The choroidal atrophy gradually expanded, and new atrophic lesions appeared (arrows). The areas of chorioretinal atrophy 
measured 0.38  mm2 (a) and 1.59  mm2 (c). The choroidal thickness decreased to 52 μm (b) and 16 μm (d)
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the onset of PIC in this case. Vitreous surgery was per-
formed because of slightly decreased visual acuity, con-
sidering recent reports showing good treatment outcome 
for ERM with good visual acuity [10]. ILM peeling was 
also performed because it is associated with a lower 
ERM recurrence rate [15] and there was no recurrence. 
Although the pathogenesis of PIC is unknown [4], the 
inflammatory response to surgery might have contrib-
uted to development of PIC in this case, considering the 
atypical presentation. Furthermore, the retina may have 
been mechanically stretched during ILM peeling, causing 
damage to the RPE or Bruch’s membrane and triggering 
PIC, although no obvious mechanical damage, as previ-
ously reported [16], has been observed.

In highly myopic eyes, the CRA may expand from rup-
ture of Bruch’s membrane [17]. Long-term follow-up of 
patients with pathologic myopia has shown that 67.7% of 
patients had CRA enlargement [18]. Miera et al. analyzed 
CRA progression in patients with pathologic myopia and 
reported a CRA enlargement rate of 0.821   mm2/year 
[19]. This type of progression has also been reported in 
PIC [20]. In previous reports, the rate of progression of 
CRA was as rapid as 3.735  mm2/year [9] and 0.69  mm2/
year [8] for the sum of multiple areas of CRA in one eye. 
In our case, the rate of progression was 0.45   mm2/year 
for only one area of CRA. The progression rate of CRA 
due to retinal photocoagulation spots in diabetic retin-
opathy has been reported, but the rate is 0.127  mm2/year, 
which is smaller than that of PM and PIC [9] (Table 1). 
We assume the progression to be rapid. In pathological 
myopia, the progression rate of CRA is high [19]. In our 
case, axial length is 28.7 mm, which is considered to be 
pathological myopia. This is one of the reasons why the 
expansion speed of CRA was fast in our case. However, 
the speed of expansion cannot be explained by itself. 
Given that the ILM had already been removed, there was 
no tension on the retina, which may have allowed the 
CRA to expand rapidly. Furthermore, the eye had no vit-
reous body, which would have resulted in a change in the 
intraocular environment, including an increase in oxygen 

concentration [21] and changes in intraocular cytokine 
levels [22], potentially accelerating the progression of 
atrophy.

PIC is a form of uveitis associated with autoimmune 
diseases, systemic infections, or stress. It is not a dis-
ease for which a clear association with a specific disease 
has been found. In our case, there was no particular 
autoimmune disease, systemic infection, or stress. Idi-
opathic ERM, which was a preexisting PIC, was also a 
disease peculiar to the eye and was not considered to be 
related to systemic diseases. However, myopia is increas-
ing rapidly worldwide [23]. In recent years, autoim-
mune diseases have been included as immune-mediated 
inflammatory diseases (IMID), and it has become clear 
that inflammation is strongly related to the pathological 
condition of autoimmune disease. The estimated preva-
lence of IMID in Western society is considerable, esti-
mated to be 5–7% [24]. It is interesting to note that severe 
myopic eyes that had previously undergone surgical inva-
sion developed an inflammatory response suspected of 
being an autoimmune response and the atrophic lesions 
expanded rapidly.

We believe this case to be unique in that PIC occurred 
6  months after vitrectomy with ILM peeling. To our 
knowledge, there are no other reports of vitrectomy and 
ILM peeling associated with PIC; however, we could not 
rule out the influence of vitrectomy and ILM peeling on 
the occurrence or progression of PIC. High myopia with 
a markedly increased axial length and vitreous surgery 
may be associated with rapid spread of atrophy. Given 
that PIC is often associated with myopia and a fragile ret-
ina, patients with PIC who undergo vitreous surgery and 
ILM peeling require careful follow-up.
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Table 1 Progression rate of CRA in previous reports

PM pathologic myopia, PIC punctate inner choroidopathy, DR diabetic 
retinopathy, CRA  chorioretinal atrophy

Author Disease CRA progression 
rate  (mm2/year)

Number of CRA 

Miere et al. [19] PM 0.821 Multiple areas

Chen et al. [8] PIC 0.69 Multiple areas

Hua et al. [9] PIC 3.735 Multiple areas

Hua et al. [9] DR 0.127 Multiple areas

Kasuya et al. PIC 0.45 Only one area
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